Ionic condensation theories and the liquidlike structures observed in colloidal dispersions
Though the notion of effective charge has been widely used to fit experimental data, the possibility of predicting this adjustable parameter through a model remains unclear. A likely reason for this is the complexity involved in the theoretical approaches in the case of fluids with large asymmetries between their components. This paper deals with several condensation theories for spherical colloids, developed to provide effective charge values from simple models. Liquidlike structures are formed in colloidal dispersions for a set of latexes with different properties (charge, size, and polymeric composition). Effective charges are determined from experimental structure factors using a Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek potential and an Ornstein-Zernike scheme. The numerical coincidence between effective and post-condensation charges is fairly acceptable only for latexes with small size and charge. A simple approach based on the Manning condensation theory for linear polyelectrolytes is also discussed.